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Abstract
The unprecedented rise in the adoption of artificial intelligence techniques and
automation in many contexts is concomitant with shortcomings of such technology
with respect to robustness, interpretability, usability, and trustworthiness. Crowd
computing offers a viable means to leverage human intelligence at scale for data
creation, enrichment, and interpretation, demonstrating a great potential to improve
the performance of AI systems and increase the adoption of AI in general. Existing
research and practice has mainly focused on leveraging crowd computing for training data creation. However, this perspective is rather limiting in terms of how AI
can fully benefit from crowd computing. In this vision paper, we identify opportunities in crowd computing to propel better AI technology, and argue that to make
such progress, fundamental problems need to be tackled from both computation
and interaction standpoints. We discuss important research questions in both these
themes, with an aim to shed light on the research needed to pave a future where
humans and AI can work together seamlessly, while benefiting from each other.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence techniques and machine learning in particular, are drastically changing our
lives through technological revolutions across several domains such as transportation, health, finance,
education, and manufacturing. AI systems at the forefront of such innovations have garnered a
growing barrage of concerns, not only due to issues pertaining to performance – such systems have
been observed to easily fail in situations slightly different from those encountered in the training
instances [1] – but also due to the ethical and societal implications that arise as a result of using these
systems [7, 6, 3, 9, 35].
Problems exist and manifest both in AI systems and in the interaction between end users with
such systems. On the one hand, machine learning models have been criticized for the lack of
robustness, fairness, and transparency [26, 14, 20]. Such model-related problems can be attributed
to data problems to a large extent: for models to learn comprehensive, fine-grained, and unbiased
patterns, they have to be trained on a large number of high-quality data instances with the right
distribution that is representative of real application scenarios. Creating such data is not only a
long, laborious, and expensive process, but sometimes even impossible when the data is extremely
imbalanced or the distribution constantly evolves over time. On the other hand, AI systems often
demonstrate inconsistent and unpredictable behavior that can confuse users, erode their confidence,
and may eventually lead to the abandonment of the systems [10, 2]. Systems with such behavior
violate established usability guidelines of traditional user interface design (e.g., minimizing the
unexpected changes), posing an ever bigger challenge for the design of intuitive and effective user
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interfaces. The problem is further complicated by the variability of interfaces for AI systems, ranging
from the conventional Web-based interfaces to the emerging Voice-based ones. There is a limited
understanding of how users perceive automated decisions and how their behavior is mediated or
influenced by the interfaces.
The two schools of challenges pertaining to AI systems, characterised as computational and interactional ones, are in fact highly related to each other. From the computation perspective, a better
understanding of user interactions can help identify the focal point of system development and
potentially spark new research directions. A prominent example is machine learning interpretability,
inspired by the observation that explainable results are more in demand by users than highly accurate
ones. From the interaction perspective, more robust and interpretable systems can help build trust
and increase system uptake [19, 40]. As AI systems become more commonplace, people must be
able to make sense of their encounters and interpret their interactions with such systems.
A promising approach to address both computational and interactional challenges while building AI
systems, is the use of crowd computing, which offers a viable means to engage a large number of
human participants in data related tasks and in user studies.
Crowd computing has been conceptualised in various ways – as being related to crowdsourcing,
human computation, social computing, cloud computing and mobile computing [31]. Over the last
decade there has been a steady rise in the adoption of crowd computing solutions across a variety of
domains [12]. In the context of overcoming the computational and interactional challenges facing the
current generation of AI systems, recent work has shown how crowd computing can be leveraged to
either debug noisy training data in machine learning systems [46], understand which machine learning
models are more congruent to human understanding in particular tasks [22, 47], or to advance our
understanding of how AI systems can influence human behavior [15].
Based on the existing evidence of how crowd computing can play an important role in tackling
computational and interactional challenges in developing new-age AI systems, in this vision paper,
we highlight research themes that need to be pursued to ensure that AI systems can create a future
where we are better off than we currently are – both as individuals and as a society.
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Crowd Computing and Human-Centered AI

In this section, we discuss important challenges that need to be addressed to make advances in the next
generation of AI systems from two main standpoints – (1) Human-in-the-loop AI, and (2) Human-AI
interaction. The former concerns the computational role of humans for AI, i.e., AI by humans, while
the latter concerns the interactional role of humans with AI systems, i.e., AI for humans.
2.1

Human-in-the-Loop AI

In what follows, we analyze the fundamental computational challenges in the quest for robust,
interpretable, and hence trustworthy AI systems. We argue that to tackle such fundamental challenges,
research should explore a novel crowd computing paradigm, which we refer to as “crowd conceptual
computing”. In such form of crowd computing, crowd workers can contribute knowledge at the
conceptual level; this comes in contrast to the current paradigm where crowd intelligence is utilised
on a per-datum basis, e.g., labelling and debugging individual data instances.
Robust AI by Crowds. Machine (deep) learning models have proven to be “shallow” – they often
learn spurious correlations in the data – and “brittle” – they are unable to make sense of situations
slightly different from the training data. Consequently, current AI systems often fail when required to
make predictions on data beyond the training distribution, which is of crucial need in practice. Those
issues constitute what is now referred to as the robustness or reliability issue, generally viewed as a
main obstacle for wide deployment of AI systems [13, 26].
Robust AI requires models to be encapsulated with causality and better generalisation ability, which
are the main advantageous characteristics of conventional symbolic AI methods focusing on knowledge representation and reasoning. Recent discussions in the AI community has therefore converged
to the idea of developing neurosymbolic methods that benefit from both the robustness of symbolic
methods and the flexibility of deep learning. Few discussions have, however, touched upon the
questions of what knowledge is required, and where and how to obtain such knowledge. Historical

research in expert systems has shown that the amount of knowledge for a specific task can be very
large that can easily go beyond readily available knowledge bases and what individuals can provide.
Building on top of the Web, crowd computing systems can reach an unprecedented number of people,
thus offering a feasible approach to leveraging human intelligence at scale for knowledge creation.
Classical per-datum based crowd computing techniques, however, are ill suited for the problem, when
the outcome contributions are data instances as opposed to the knowledge in need. Take for example,
unknown unknowns of machine learning, which is a major class of errors produced by unreliable AI
systems. Such errors are caused by missing or underrepresented concepts in the model. Each of those
concepts can be instantiated as various data instances. Crowd computing has been used to detect
unknown unknowns and fix them by contributing instances for training data augmentation. Such an
approach however, is limited not only in terms of efficiency but also effectiveness, due to the intrinsic
shallowness and brittleness of machine learning models.
Interpretable AI by Crowds. Interpretability in AI refers to “the ability to explain or to present in
understandable terms to a human” [14] how the system makes predictions for individual instances
(i.e., local interpretability) or how the system works with respect to a specific class of instances (i.e.,
global interpretability). The problem is closely related to the robustness problem: being able to
inspect what an AI system has learned is useful to identify what it has not.
Humans as the object in the definition of AI interpretability implies the following key requirements for
the design of interpretability methods: i) presentation of interpretations need to match humans’ mental
representations of concepts as humans understand the world through concepts that are associated
with observable properties; ii) interpretability methods also need to take the flexible needs of humans
as explanation consumers into account, allowing humans to gain insights about system behavior with
multi-concept queries that involve the (non-)presence of multiple concepts flexibly named by humans.
Existing interpretability methods, however, fail to meet those requirements. Existing local methods
generally generate explanations by highlighting relevant input units – e.g., words in a sentence
or pixels in an image [38, 39], which require efforts from human users to make sense of; global
methods generate interpretations representing relevant concepts with a set of examples – e.g., pieces
of text or image patches [23, 18], which do not support multi-concept questions for in-depth model
understanding.
A natural approach to fill the semantic gap is involving humans in the interpretation process. Similar
to crowd computing for robust AI, where the goal is to characterise what a model has not learned,
crowd computing for interpretable AI seeks to explain what a model has learned. The latter again
requires crowd computing on the conceptual level for human interpretability and query flexibility.
2.2

Human-AI Interaction

Principles for human-AI interaction have been discussed in the HCI community for several years [2].
However, in the light of recent advances in AI and the growing role of AI technologies in humancentered applications, a deeper exploration is the need of the hour. As different research communities
aim to progress in this direction, we need to explore and develop fundamental methods and techniques
to harness the virtues of AI in a manner that is beneficial and useful to the society at large. Crowd
computing methods can allow us to carry out large-scale behavioral experiments and randomized
controlled trials [16, 5], that are necessary to representatively study, and make advances in our
understanding of Human-AI interaction. We foresee crowd computing to play a pivotal role in
addressing important challenges in the following themes.
Congruence of machine learning models with human understanding. Complex machine learning
models are deployed in several critical domains including healthcare and autonomous vehicles
nowadays, albeit as functional blackboxes. Models which correspond to human interpretation of a
task are more desirable in certain contexts and can help attribute liability, build trust, expose biases
and in turn build better models [41]. It is therefore of paramount importance to understand how and
which models conform to human understanding of various tasks. What is the relationship between
expectations and trust when humans interact with AI systems? How can effective machine learning
models be built, while conforming to human expectations?
Explaining AI systems to humans and supporting decision-making. AI systems offer computational powers that vastly transcend human capabilities. In conjunction with the ability to autonomously
detect data patterns and derive superior predictions, AI systems are projected to complement, trans-

form and in several cases even substitute human decision-makers. This process broadly revolutionizes
all the relevant stages of economical, political and societal decision-making. Despite these dynamics,
the impact of AI systems on human behavior remains largely unexplored. We need to address this
crucial gap by carrying out interdisciplinary research to advance the current understanding of impact
of AI systems on human decision-making. Despite the recent surge in interpreting decisions of
complex machine learning models to explain their actions to humans [28], little is known about
what constitutes a sufficient explanation from a user’s vantage point and the contextual settings.
Moreover, how such criteria varies across the landscape of different stakeholders interacting with
AI systems needs to be better understood. Different individuals and user groups alike, can have
varying attitudes towards the same technology due to a range of factors including their familiarity
with the technology [11], individual traits [37], cultural differences [21], or contexts [42]. How can
explanations be adapted and personalized across diverse stakeholders with an aim to improve the
effectiveness of their interaction with AI systems?
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A Vision for the Future

Open-ended Crowd Knowledge Creation. For the purpose of both, robust or interpretable AI,
knowledge creation in real-world machine learning tasks is a complex, open-ended task. Research on
this problem needs to investigate not only the extraction of knowledge from the training data and
model, but also the creation of any knowledge crowds deem as relevant, which can easily go beyond
knowledge encoded in existing knowledge sources. Such a problem is related to multiple ongoing
research lines, such as crowd knowledge creation [43], complex task design [45, 17], open-ended
crowdsourcing [4], machine intelligence for human work [44, 30], etc. In the crowd computing
community specifically, it has been widely recognized that the future of research in this field should
enable crowd work that is complex, collaborative, and sustainable, such that human workers can both
earn and learn from their work in an enjoyable manner [24]. Aligned with this goal, we advocate a
novel crowd computation paradigm aiming at bringing human computation to the conceptual level
for knowledge creation. The open-endedness of this new kind of knowledge creation tasks further
calls for research on leveraging the cognitive ability, and creativity in particular, of human workers.
Crowd knowledge creation for tackling problems in AI systems further contributes to the vision of a
human-AI collaborative future: by acquainting human workers with the strengths and weaknesses of
AI algorithms through knowledge creation tasks, we envision a future where human workers and AI
can work together seamlessly while benefiting from each other.
Conversational Human-AI Interaction. Conversational interfaces have been argued to have advantages over traditional GUIs due to having a more human-like interaction [29]. Recent work in
crowd computing has shown that conversational interfaces can lead to an increased satisfaction and
engagement in online work settings when compared to conventional web interfaces [27, 32, 33].
Conversational interfaces have also been found to be conducive for memorable interactions with
information retrieval systems [34]. Messaging applications such as Telegram, Facebook Messenger, and Whatsapp, are regularly used by an increasing number of people mainly for interpersonal
communication and coordination purposes [25]. Users across cultures, demographics, and technological platforms are now familiar with their minimalist interfaces and functionality. By building
conversational interfaces that people may generally be more familiar with, for their interaction with
AI systems, we can potentially lower the barrier for the adoption of such systems.
Trust plays a central role in Human-AI interaction – the adoption and successful utilization of AI
systems is mediated by trust. Therefore, it is important to investigate whether novel conversational
interfaces can be built to facilitate trust in AI systems. Several factors have been identified to be
capable of increasing trust toward conversational agents including appearances, voice features, and
communication styles [36]. These findings suggest that human interaction with AI systems can
potentially be enhanced by leveraging conversational interfaces to improve engagement, and build
trust. By facilitating a more natural type of interaction, conversational interfaces can also lower the
barrier for crowd computing to address the robustness and interpretability issues of AI systems, in
particular conversational systems themselves as a representative type of AI-complete systems [8].
Crowd computing offers promising means to overcome fundamental challenges in computation and
interaction, and herald a new generation of human-centered AI systems.
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